
control may successfully lower fibrinogen concentration. But
this still leaves a difficult question: given the many sources
of variation, is a single measurement of fibrinogen concen-
tration ofany practical value?
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Antiphospholipid syndrome

A common cause ofthrombosis

Ten years have elapsed since our original description of the
anticardiolipin syndrome, comprising arterial and venous
thrombosis, strokes, migraine, livedo reticularis, recurrent
abortion, and occasional thrombocytopenia.1 Other features
of what is now widely known as the antiphospholipid
syndrome are labile hypertension, chorea, epilepsy, amaurosis
fugax, myelitis, early myocardial infarction, valvular heart
disease, the Budd-Chiari syndrome, haemolytic anaemia,
adrenal infarction, and Addison's disease.2
The anticardiolipin test, which has been internationally

standardised,3 has become a critical factor in identifying
patients with the syndrome. Most patients with clinical
thrombotic problems have persistent moderate to high titres
of IgG antibodies to cardiolipin (a phospholipid). A few,
however, have raised titres only ofIgM antibodies.
The syndrome's overriding association is with thrombosis,

both venous and arterial; its association with arterial throm-
bosis distinguishes it from many other hypercoagulation
disorders. Vessels of all sizes may be affected, and the vascular
pathological appearance has consistently been of bland
occlusion without inflammatory infiltrate.4 The antibodies
themselves persist for many years, possibly a lifetime. Thus
one of the key clinical questions is what additional factors lead
to the sudden development ofthrombosis.

Cerebral ischaemia is by far the most important neurological
manifestation of the antiphospholipid syndrome.5 Although
the cerebral disease is likely to result from widespread
thrombosis of small (and sometimes large) cerebral vessels,
other mechanisms may contribute. In a prospective echo-
cardiographic study of 132 patients with systemic lupus
erythematosus valvular lesions were relatively common-
more so in patients with antibodies to phospholipids.6
Another study, designed to investigate the relation between
antibodies to phospholipid and strokes, found that one third
of patients who experienced strokes and had raised titres of
antibodies to cardiolipin had abnormal echocardiograms.7 In
some patients untreated recurrent cerebral infarcts have led to
multi-infarct dementia. Behavioural disorders, psychiatric
disturbance, and epilepsy may well come to be recognised as an
important feature of the syndrome, possibly hitherto under-
reported.2
The association between antibodies to cardiolipin and

recurrent spontaneous abortion is one of the most consistent
features of the syndrome. The rate of miscarriage in patients
with antibodies to phospholipid is high.8 The prevalence of

the antibodies in women with recurrent spontaneous abortion
may be as high as one in five,9 and, increasingly, testing for the
antibodies is becoming routine in women with recurrent
miscarriages. The mechanism is thought to be a progressive
thrombosis of the microvasculature of the placenta, and in
pregnancies that go beyond mid-term a progressive fall off in
fetal circulation can be shown with Doppler flow studies.10

Clinical experience suggests that among patients with
raised antibody titres to phospholipid there are subsets with
varying thrombotic risk. This concept is of key importance
because it suggests that the current antibody assays detect a
heterogeneous group ofantibodies and only a particular subset
is associated with the thrombotic syndrome.1' 12
The mechanism of thrombosis is unknown. Recent studies

have shown that a subset of antibodies to phospholipid reacts
with the complex of phospholipid and the serum protein P2
glycoprotein 1, the so called cofactor which inhibits factor XII
activation, platelet activation, and prothrombinase activity.'3
Interference with these properties might provide a potent way
in which antibodies to phospholipid could predispose to a
prothrombotic diathesis.
The mechanism(s) responsible for the induction of anti-

bodies to phospholipid remain an enigma. Recently, Gharavi
and colleagues showed that, although pure phospholipids are
not immunogenic, immunisation with purified 32 glyco-
protein 1 resulted in the production of antibodies to cardio-
lipin.'4 This work suggests that phospholipid binding protein
may be the key immunogen.
The discovery of the antiphospholipid syndrome has

provided new insights for treatment. Low dose aspirin (75 mg
a day), possibly in addition to subcutaneous heparin in those
with a history of thrombosis, is a logical first line of treatment
and is improving the success rate in pregnant women who are
positive for the antibody.'516 Little doubt now exists that
patients with high titres of antibodies to phospholipid and
previous major thromboses require long term, possibly
lifelong anticoagulation, and in these patients international
normalised ratios have to be kept around 3.'7 Steroids and
immunosuppressive drugs to reduce antibody titres have not
provided long term benefit.
The recognition that antibodies to phospholipid are

associated with a distinct syndrome, including arterial and
venous thrombosis, has opened up new avenues for treatment
and research. Whether the pathogenetic effects of the
antibodies are on platelets, endothelial cells, or clotting
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mechanisms there is no doubt that an important thrombotic
mechanism has now been defined.
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Electromagnetic fields and childhood cancer

No causal relation has been established

The possibility that exposure to electromagnetic fields causes
cancers, including childhood cancers, is one of continuing
public concern and scientific debate. The subject has been
reviewed on several occasions, most recently and compre-
hensively by an advisory group set up by Britain's National
Radiological Protection Board (NRPB).' This group con-
sidered four types of exposure: occupational; residential
exposure from electrical power lines and domestic wiring
(including eight case-control studies of childhood cancer);
exposure from electrical appliances (including two case-
control studies of childhood cancer); and paternal occu-
pational exposure in relation to cancer in the offspring (six
case-control studies-three of central nervous system
tumours and three ofneuroblastoma).
For the two studies relating to electrical appliances the

NRPB group concluded that "these results are incapable of
interpretation" (because of the possibility of recall bias and
uncertainty about whether the controls were representative).
For the studies ofparental exposure they concluded that those
relating to neuroblastoma did not suggest any relation to
parental exposure and that though such a relation might exist
in the case of central nervous system tumours, no definite
conclusion could be reached.
The eight case-control studies concerned with a possible

relation between childhood cancer and residential exposure
from power lines and domestic wiring varied greatly in
methodology and, particularly, the measure of exposure used:
direct measurements of magnetic fields were available for only
three of these studies; some based assessments of exposure on
classification of electrical wiring configurations. The NRPB
group commented that "wire configurations have shown a
stronger relationship to childhood cancer than other measures
of electromagnetic field exposure."

It suggested that the explanation for this relation might be
that these measures provide a better assessment of long term
exposure but that, alternatively, types of wiring configuration
might be associated with other characteristics of the house
concerned and the apparent association with cancer might be
an indirect one-that is, might be due to confounding. Jones
et al have suggested that such an association might arise
through selection bias as between cases and controls rather
than through confounding.2 For these eight case-control

studies the NRPB report concluded that "taken at face value
they appear to provide some weak evidence in support of the
postulated association, which is less weak for brain cancer
than for leukaemia." The advisory group commented on the
difficulty of accepting the evidence in view of the problems
with selection of control subjects.

Since the NRPB report three further studies of this type
have appeared. Two of these, from Denmark (p 891)3 and
Finland (p 895)4 appear in this issue of the BMJ and a third,
from Sweden,5 has apparently not yet been published in a
readily accessible form. (Of the eight earlier studies, seven are
listed by Olsen et al (their references 1-7) and the eighth
appears to be available only as an abstract.6)
Do the three new studies give reason to modify the

"extreme caution" advocated by the NRPB group in assessing
the previous studies? All three studies use calculations of
magnetic fields and the two case-control studies use carefully
selected controls3 5; the third is a cohort study,4 so the problem
of control selection does not arise. The two case-control
studies show some positive relations between exposure to
magnetic fields and the incidence of childhood cancer, though
the numbers of exposed cases are small. The findings of the
cohort study are essentially negative, particularly when
allowance is made for the fact that the one positive finding is
partly accounted for by the occurrence of three tumours in a
boy with neurofibromatosis.

In the Danish case-control study the strongest effect is
found in relation to a grouping of exposure categories chosen
after examination of the data, though the analysis is adjusted
for this.3 In addition, as the authors point out, it is puzzling
that the effect is significant when average exposure for periods
of residence close to the power lines is used but not when
cumulative dose is used. In the Swedish study' there is some
evidence for a relation with childhood leukaemia but no
association was found for brain tumours, the type of child-
hood tumour for which the NRPB group previously found the
evidence least weak.
The possibility that magnetic fields associated with elec-

tricity transmission may cause some cases of childhood cancer
cannot be dismissed, but the lack of consistency among
published studies, and the absence of an accepted biological
explanation for such a relation, means that we have to
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